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INTRODUCTION

Telemetry for aircraft and missiles has been in use by the military and its suppliers since
the 1950’s, using a variety of frequencies and formats. The relative availability and
versatility of digital electronics obviates use of pulse-code modulation (PCM) schemes,
rather than analog-based formats used more commonly in the past. The digital-input
transmitter described accepts binary format directly from a TTL source and has
applicability in both standard telemetry and encrypted systems.

TELEMETRY MODULATION SYSTEMS

Airborne telemetry has been used since the 1950’s when the transmitters used frequencies
between 215 and 265 MHz and sometimes lower were used. Multiplexing was at that time
done by mechanical switches and tube-type voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO’s). In
1967, most airborne telemetry activity was relocated to the UHF bands of 1435-1535 and
2200-2300 MHz. Along with the increase in frequncy, telemetry channel bandwidths were
increased, with normal spacings of one MHz versus the 300 KHz or so available with VHF
assignments. Electronic commutators replaced the mechanical devices of the past, and
segment rates attainable with electronic commutators allowed use of the commutator
directly on the transmitter baseband rather than on one of the VCO channels where
commutators looked only at slowly-varying signals (i.e., filament voltage, etc.) To allow
direct baseband modulation of the transmitter with a commutator, the transmitter and
receiver were required to have true DC response, and linearity of the modulator and
demodulator directly affected the accuracy obtainable. Linearity of the transmitter was less
of an issue on FM subcarrier systems, for example, because IRIG specifications for
subcarrier frequencies were such that resulting intermodulation products fell in
unimportant spectral locations. As a consequence, modulator characteristics were more
tightly specified for direct baseband systems. Many Navy systems designed between 1967
and the present used an analog commutator exclusively (with a segment rate between



15 KHz and 250 KHz), or used the commutator on the baseband with one or two
subcarriers for the extremely wideband signals that result from the fuze receiver, seeker
video, or certain transducers. Digital signals in such a scheme are accomodated either by
treating them as analog signals for transmission (i.e., each binary bit gets a single segment
of an analog commutation scheme), or a serial digital stream is placed on an FM
subcarrier.

Use of digital pulse-code modulation instead of the analog time-sampled pulse-amplitude
modulatiopn (PAM) produced by an analog commutator has advantages in noise
performance in instances where the telemetry link is performing near the threshold of
noise--which can occur if the receiving antennas are not as sensitive as might be required
for the mission. As data capacity and accuracy requirements increase due to testing of
more sophisticated weapons, the problem is further exacerbated. A digitized version of a
PAM signal takes a wider bandwidth to transmit and receive, but operates better at lower
signal levels than the more compact analog form. Moreover, the received signal is more
robust, capable thus of being recorded and re-recorded without significant degradation. If a
PCM binary signal is fed to a transmitter characterized for use with PAM and FM
subcarriers as well, the transmitter is somewhat overspecified for the actual use.

When a transmitter’s modulation input is optimized for flat sinusoldal frequency response,
its performance with pulse-like signals is still random unless square-wave responses are
also specified. The output of a PAM commutator is offset to provide symmetrical deviation
of the transmitter and filtered somewhat to round off the leading edges of the pulses; a
PCM signal is handled similarly but also needs voltage buffering, since digital systems
don’t always provide the same output voltages for ONE and ZERO under all conditions.

The signal produced by a PCM multiplexer is generally a signal resulting from some logic
family, typically transistor-transistor logic (TTL). An intermediate box called a
premodulation filter is used to stabilize the two voltges that represent the two logic levels,
offset those voltages for symmetrical deviation of the transmitter carrier, and filter the
rough edges, glitches, and ringing from the signal. In a typical system, the premodulation
filter functions are provided within the multiplexer, and the transmitter modulaton input
characterized for analog inputs, which is what the buffered, offset, and filtered binary
signal basically is.

DATA ENCRYPTION REQUIREMENTS

A telemetry signal, whatever format may be used, is fairly easily read by anyone who can
intercept it. Since most telemetry signals are transmitted by omnidirectional antennas to
allow pickup at the receiving station(s) no matter what the test item’s position, this
omnidirectionality likewise allows reception by receivers other than the ones intended, be



it from portable receivers outside the range fences, fishing boats in the open seas, or
satellites. Even without channel assignments and scale factors, such data can be quite
useful in determination of a system’s performance and the likely countermoves necessary
to avoid or decoy it. For these reasons, and admittedly because it is now more posible than
before, some telemetry systems employ a system which scrambles the binary PCM signal
into one which is sufficiently random in appearance that the signal is for all practical
purposes undecipherable. Under such conditions, the only data that is provided by the
telemetry signal is that it exists in the first place (“traffic flow”), and an indication of
where in space the test item is (if a tracking antenna or two are used). To eliminate these
last two factors, a recoverable recorder would have to be used on board the test item
instead of a transmitter, which isn’t always possible and prevents any analysis of “real
time” data.

Telemetry data encryptors presently supplied operate on the signal produced by the PCM
multiplexer prior to premodulation filtering, while still in TTL voltage form. Consequently,
the data encryptor must be inserted between the multplexer and the premodulation filter. If
the premodulation filter were part of the multiplexer in such circumstances, the encrypted
data would have to be retrurned to the multiplexer for preparation for the transmitter, thus
physically mixing the regimes of the unencrypted sensitive data (“RED”) and the
encrypted and thus transmittable (“BLACK”) data streams.

When an encryptor is used in a system, the possibility exists that the RED signal can in
some way contaminate the BLACK signal. Since the whole intent of encryption of the data
stream to produce the BLACK signal is to allow the BLACK signal to be radiated, it must
be free of any such contamination. Such contamination is part of the phenomena known as
TEMPEST, a name which has no particular meaning except by definition. Analog
transmitter specifications do no normally treat TEMPEST considerations, so performance
of such transmitters in such service is random. A TEMPEST-hardened transmitter can be
produced to spcification MIL-T-85138(AS), but transmitters so far produced to this
specifiction are at roughly double the cost of “standard” transmitters, and stil require an
outboard premodulation filter. Present TEMPEST-hardened digital-input transmittes are
preiced competitively with analog-input models built to the older specifications. The extra
parts costs are balanced by reduced testing made possible by the simpler type of input
signal. It is expected that the price of digital-input transmitters will decline further with
manufacturing experience and competition. Some TEMPEST problems might still exist
with cabling between an outboard premodulation filter and a TEMPEST-qualified
transmitter even if a differential input transmtter is used; such problems are eliminated
entirely with the digital-input transmitter.

The premodulation filter, if separate from the multiplexer, requires its own power supply.
For use with encrypted systems, a requirement for the premodulation filter to run on



BLACK power prohibits its use with the same power used for the multiplexer, but could
be common to the transmitter’s power source, since both filter and transmitter are BLACK
circuits. Having the transmitter and premodulation filter in separate boxes is not required,
however, so combining the functions to provide a transmitter which can be directy
modulated with a TTL signal should be considered.

MODULATION INTERFACE

Because a transmitter is specified for analog inputs which can involve FM subcarriers,
complex video signals, and PAM signals as well as preconditioned, scaled PCM signals,
the specifications that the transmitter is built to provide for somewhat more than is
required for the binary signal. Thus while transmitters qualified to AS-1990 or AS-1401
(typical Navy specifications for telemetry transmitters) will certainly perform properly, the
requirements for sine-wave performance, linearity, and frequency stability are tighter than
they need be--which translates into dollars spent that needn’t be, both to make transmitters
that meet those specifications, and for testing at the manufacturer and/or user’s facility to
verify that they do. A transmitter characterized for operation with a TTL input, for
example, doesn’t even have a center frequency, since it goes to one deviation limit with
one of the two binary levels and to the other limit with the other level. Thus the possibility
exists that a transmitter with a binary input will be no larger and possibly less costly than
an analog-input unit.

A digital transmitter could be constructed which presents a single unit load to a TTL
signal. Such a transmitter would produce a pair of frequencies symmetrial about a
theoretical center frequency, and would make a controlled glide between those two
frequencies when the status of the input changes above or below a threshold voltage. Since
the threshold voltage could be specified, compatibility with other logic families would also
be possible. Limiting the dicussion to a TTL interface with a threshold of 2.1 volts or so
would still allow use with 5-volt CMOS systems. Instead of a differential input sometimes
required for analog input systems, an opto-isolator could be used for complete ground
isolation and performance down to DC, with common-mode voltages up to several
kilovolts. While it’s true that optoisolators aren’t particularly linear in their transfer
function, that simply isn’t a problem with a digital signal.

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

A digital transmitter could theoretically consist of two oscillators, set at the upper and
lower deviation limits with the input directing which oscillator is to be presented to the
transmitter output. Such a system would provide very abrupt transitions between the levels
and would thus occupy significant spectral space. It has been shown in the literature that
filtering a non-return to zero (NRZ) data stream at about 0.7 times the bit rate and



deviating the transmitter at a rate of 0.35 to 0.40 times the bit rate is close to optimum for
bit-error performance and minimum spectrum occupancy. Hence transmitters specified to
Naval Air Systems Command specification MIL-T-85375(AS) requires specification only
of transmitter center frequency and bit rate. No lowpass filter rolloff characteristics are
specified. Units produced thus far produce acceptable results from a single-pole filter at
0.7 times the bit rate. More elaborate internal filtering could be provided in instances
where spectral occupancy problems require it. A transmitter purchased to that specification
can be used at data rates below and even slightly above that intended with not too much
degradation. Testing of such a transmitter involves verifying power output and spectral
purity, and the upper and lower deviation limits. These limits can be attained by opening
and shorting the transmitter input leads--no precision power supplies or generators are
required.

MIL-T-85375(AS) provides also for a few options, including transmitter output power and
size; also a lead can be provided for powering of an active optoisolator if such use is
contemplated. (Most high-speed optoisolators require operation from a 5-volt supply
which would be provided by the transmitter.) An on/off lead which can be used to turn the
transmitter on and off by grounding a separate terminal is also provided, which allows
turning the transmitter off when crypto key is being loaded. Transmitters to this
specification have been provided in various configurations by two manufacturers thus far:
Aydin-Vector and Microcom, in P-, L-, and S-band frequencies and various deviations.
Others will no doubt follow. It is our hope to obtain national service test range certification
based upon the specification rather than manufacturer’s number as a “generic” system
whose characteristics are fully described by the specification and ordering options.

ILLUSTRATIONS

A photo of the larger configuration of the transmitter per MIL-T-85375(AS) is shown in
Figure 1. A smaller version is available from at least two manufacturers in accordance with
an alternate figure in the specification. The smaller unit is of higher cost due to the
difficulty in packaging. Both configuations are mechanically interchangeable with typical
analog telemetry units from the same and other manufacturers, since de facto transmitter
sizes and mounting configurations exist in the industry. A typical eyeball pattern of a
transmitter operating as specified is shown in Figure 2; spectral output under these
conditions is shown in Figure 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The advantages of a digital-input transmitter include simplicity of hookup, somewhat lower
unit cost, lower overall system cost, efficient use of space, and--when an encryptor is
used--eliminating the need for at least one black box and hence reducing TEMPEST



problems. Since the transmitter has factory-fixed deviation and premodulation filtering, no
adjustments on these characteristics can be made in the field--which is generally
advantageous. It is expected that digital-input transmitters will find considerable use in
airborne telemetry systems in the future.




